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ABSTRACT 
Cohberg and Rodman in Linear Algebra Appl. 76:85-120 (1986) give an algo- 
rithm to construct a sequence of matrices supposedly satisfying certain conditions 
related to Conjecture 7.2 in that paper. Unfortunately, this construction fails to satisfy 
those conditions. We give a different sequence having the desired properties along 
with verifying the conjecture for another special case. Finally, we show that the 
conjecture, in its generality, is false. 
We adopt the notation found in [2]. For a subspace N in C” (n > 2) we 
will let PN denote the orthogonal projection onto N. For two subspaces M 
and N in @” we let B(M, N) = IIPM - Phrll, which is a metric on the set of all 
subspaces of @” with f3(M, N) < 1 for all M and N. We note that if 
dim M # dim N then B(M, N) = 1. 
If A : C” + C” is a linear transformation, we let InvA denote the lattice 
of subspaces invariant under A (i.e., a subspace M is in InvA if and only if 
for all m E M we have Am E M). We let G9(@“) denote the space of all 
linear transformations on C”. If M is a subspace of C” and A E @(C”), we 
let d(M,InvA) = inflB(M, N): N E InvA}. For A, B E G?(@“) we define the 
distance between InvA and Inv B by 
dist(InvA,Inv B) 
= max{ sup{ d( M, Inv B) : M E InvA} , sup{ d( N, Inv A) : N E Inv B}} . 
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For A E @(@“) we let a(A) = {A E C: A - AI is not invertible], that is, 
the set of eigenvalues of A. If a(A) = (A,, . . ., A,} then the geometric 
multiplicity of hi is denoted by ri = dim Ker(A - A,1 ). We may assume that 
r,v< *.. <rl. Then in the Jordan canonical form of A there are ri blocks 
corresponding to the eigenvalue Ai. We let mi, >, mi2 2 . . * > m,, be the 
sizes of those blocks, and then we define 
R,=(s;r,,r, ,..., r,;m,,,m,, ,..., ml,,;m2,,...,m2r2;...;m,l,...,m,,~~. 
Here we can assume that if ri = ri+l then 
and if equality holds here, then 
5 mij>, i mCi+rjj for k=1,2 ,..., ri_,. 
j=l j=l 
Hence R, describes the block Jordan structure without regard to the actual 
values of the eigenvalues. For A a subset of (1,2,. . , s} we let kj(R,, A> = 
Xi ~ *rnij for j = 1,2,. . . , where mij = 0 for j > ri. 
We let P(R,) denote the set of R’ which satisfy the following condition, 
where 0’ = {s’; r;, . . . , rd,; mil,. . ,m;,;;. . . ; m:,,, . . , mg,,ta,}: 
There is a partition of {1,2,. . . , s’} into nonempty, disjoint sets A,, . . , As 
such that 
i kj( a,+, Ii}) G i kj( a’, Ai) for t=1,2,3 ,... and i=1,2 ,..., s 
j=l j=l 
and such that equality holds when t =m. 
By Theorem 15.10.2 of [2], there exists a sequence {A,):“,=, in L@C”> with 
(IA,-All-,0 as rn+a and R, m= Q’ if and only if R’ satisfies the 
condition above. 
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We let 
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1 
0 1 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 1 0 ..* 0 
I,= 1 
0s.. 0 
0.*- 0 :I i 0 
be an n X n matrix, and note that R,n = (1; 1; n}. Hence by the work above, 
REP if and only if R={s;l,...,l;m,;...;m,}. In Gohberg and 
Rodman [1] an algorithm is given which is supposed to yield a sequence 
{B,}z,=, such that dist(InvB,,InvJ,)/IIB, -J,II -+w as m +m and fIam= 
R with fi z a,“. However, the construction given there does not work. 
Consider the case when n = 3. For fl = (2; 1,l; 2; 1) the algorithm gives 
010 
B,=& 0 1. 
i 1 0 0 $& 
It is easy to see that (IB, - JJI = J.F when E < 1. If e, denotes the ith 
coordinate vector in C”, then 
and 
InvB, = ({0},sp{f,},sp(fz},sp(f,,f,l,sp{f,,f3},C3), 
where 
f, = e, +&es, f, = e, -&es, and f, = e, +2&e, 
One can check easily that dist(Inv B,, InvJ,) Q c& for some constant c not 
depending on E by just finding 8(M, N) for all M in InvJ, and all N in 
Inv B,. Hence, dist(Inv B,, InvJ3)/ (JB, - J 3 < c for all E. For the sequence II 
one should use E = l/m. 
However the authors are correct in their assertion that such a sequence 
can be found, as Theorem 2 indicates. We first prove the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. Fork>1 letm,,..., mk be positive integers. Then there are k 
distinct complex numbers c 1,. . , ck such that ck # 0 and 
5 cimi = 0. 
i=l 
Proof. We use induction on k. Certainly this is true for k = 2 by taking 
cq = 1, and ci = - c2m2 /m,. Now assume k = n + 1. By the induction 
hypothesis there exist distinct complex numbers d,, d,,. . ., d, such that 
cyzId,rni = 0 and d, # 0. If S = Cf= ,mi, pick a complex number t # 0 such 
that t#dimk/S for i=1,2,...,k-l=n.Thenwewillhave 
k(d,-t)m,+ 
i=l 
Now for i=l ,...,k-1 we let ci=di-t and ck=i?Cjnclmj/mk. Now 
certainly ci,..., ck_i are distinct. If ci = ck for i < k, then we would have 
t = d imk / S, which contradicts our choice of t. n 
We now have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let J= J,, and let Cl ={s;l,..., l;m,;...;m,) with s > 1. 
Then there exists a sequence {BNI}~z=, in B(C”) such that Cl,,,, = R and 
dist(InvJ, Inv B,,z)/ l]J - I?,,~]\ --f m us m + a. 
Proof We first apply Lemma 1 to get distinct complex numbers 
c, such that c # 0 and CSzlcimi = 0. Let Ai = ci /cc,&). Then 
%::?i,‘.‘.‘.‘, i, are distinc; A, = l/g , and CfzlrniAi = 0. We now define 
p(z) = ifil (z - Ai)‘? 
Then p(z) = zn -(C~~=lm,hi)z”-l - b,,L~n_-2~~n-2 - . . . - btn,z - b,,. We 
let 
0 0 ... 0 
0 0 
; o ::: o 
b . . . l:Lo bm(n-2) 0 
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be the companion matrix for p(z). Then we will have Ram= Sz by Theorem 
X3.14 of [3] and a(B,) ={hi, . . ..A.}. An eigenvector corresponding to 
A, = l/G = b, is given by f, = Ey=,(l/&)“-‘e,. Now N = sp(f,} is in 
Inv B,, and M = sp{e,} is the only subspace of dimension 1 in InvJ. Hence 
d( N, InvJ> = B(M, Nl. Now 
Lo 0 --* 
and if I, = (m - l)/(m - m-(n-l)) then 
c 1 b,, b: 
b 
PN = I”, 
bi 
bit b: 
b,3, cl 
1 . * . . . . . . . 
0 
0 I . > 0 
. . . . . . 1. 
Hence B(M, N) = llPhr - PM11 > IrP, - PM)e,ll > I, /&. This shows that 
dist( Inv B,, InvJ) > I, /&. 
We also have that IIJ - B,(( < fi max{]b,,,]: i = 0, 1,. . . , n - 2) and note that 
bmi, which is a coefficient of p(z), is the linear combination of the product of 
two or more of the eigenvalues of B,. Since the eigenvalues of B, are 
Ai = ci /(c,~), we have that &lbmil < k/ m, where k depends only on n 
and ci,ca,..., c,. As none of these depend on m, k does not depend on m. 
Thus 
dist( Inv B,n, InvJ) I, /& I,,,& 
III - Rnll 
a------=-+-,oo 
k/m k 
as m -03. n 
Conjecture 7.2 of [l] (Conjecture 16.7.1 of [2]) suggests that for any 
A E @(cn) and any fi E P(sZ,) with 0 # R, there is a sequence {B,);, 1 
in L&C”> such that aa,” = fl and dist(InvA, Inv B,)/ /A - B,(( -+ 03 as 
m * 03. Theorem 2 implies that this conjecture is true for any A that has 
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dimKer(A - AI) = 1 for all A E a(A). We now extend this result to any A 
for which Ker(A - AI) = R,(A) for all A E a(A), where 
We note that it is sufficient to consider only an A which has one eigenvalue, 
and with no loss of generality we may assume A = 0. 
TIIEOREM 3. Let A = 0, and let iI E P(fk,) with Cl z R,. Then there 
sequence 0-j I”= . LB((c”) such that 
zst&vJ, Inv BP,)/ /jA”YB,,:Il 2 as m -+m. 
R, = R and VI 
Proof. We note that R, = (1; n; l,l,. ., l}. Thus R E P(R,) for any 
block Jordan structure 
Q=(s;rl,rg ,..., r,;mll ,..., m1,.,;m21 ,..., m2,2;...;m s,,..., msr,]. 
Let R E P(R,) with R f R,, and let T be a matrix in Jordan canonical 
form with fir = 1R. If B,,, = (l/m)T, then JIB,,, - A\( = IITll/rn -+ 0 as m +w 
and fiR, ,,1= R. Also Inv(B,,) = Inv(T) for any m. Since Cl # flA, we have that 
T has either two distinct eigenvalues or one eigenvalue with a block of size 
> 1. 
If T has at least two eigenvalues, let g, and g, be two eigenvectors 
corresponding to two eigenvalues with jIgill = 1 for i = 1,2. Note that 
(g,,g,) = 0, since T is in Jordan canonical form. Let g = g, +g, and 
M = sp{g}. Then M E InvA. If N = sp(f} . IS any one-dimensional T invariant 
subspace, then f I g, or f I g,. Assume with no loss of generality that 
f I g i. Then we have 
Hence we will have f&V, N) 2 i for any one-dimensional N E Inv B,, 
giving dist(InvA, Inv B,) > d(M, I nv B,) > i. Thus we have the desired 
result when there are two or more eigenvalues. 
If T has only one eigenvalue, then it must have a Jordan block of size 
> 1. Let f,,f,,...,fk be a Jordan basis for that block of T with llfill= 1 for 
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i=l ,. ..,k. Now M= sp{f, +f,) E InvA. If N = sp{f} E Inv T then f = hf, 
+ g, where g I f, and g I f,. Thus we have 
= dllfzll = ;. 
Again we have 8(M, N) > k for any one-dimensional N E Inv B,,,, giving 
dist(InvA, Inv B,) > d(M, Inv B,,) > i. 
Hence we have the desired result. W 
Thus to prove that the conjecture is true, the only remaining case to 
consider is when A = J,,(O)@],,,,(O)@ * . . @J,,,(O). Possibly the simplest 
case of this is for A = Jz(0)@J1(O). As Theorem 6 indicates, the conjecture is 
not true in this case. Before proving Theorem 6 we establish the following 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. ht x1,x2 E @” be linearly independent with 1 Q ((xiJI < 2 for 
i=1,2 and J(xI,x2)1<r <l. Let yI,y2 satisfy the same conditions along 
with having (Jxi -yill 6 E < 1 for i = 1,2. Zf M = sp(xI,x21 and N= SP{Y,,YZ) 
then 8(M, N) < 272~/(1- PI’. 
Proof. Let T =[xl x21 ( i.e., the ith column of T is xi1 and S = [y, yz]. 
Then 91, = T(T*T)-IT* and PN = S(S*S)-‘S*, so we have 
e( M, N) = IjS( S*S) -‘S* - T( S*S) -‘S* + T( S*S) -‘S* 
-T(S*S)-‘T*+ T(S*S)-‘T*- T(T*T)-‘T*[[ 
By the triangle inequality 
NOW we have the following bounds on the norms above. Since S - T = 
[xi -yi x, -yJ, we have 11s - TI(~~max(llxi_yi((:i=1,2)~&~, IIS*(( 
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= llSlj ~~max((lyiII:i = 1,2}<2Ji-, and (IT*JI = (IT(J <&max(llxill:i= 1,2} 
< 2fi. Now, 
T*T = 11x1112 
[ (XI,%> 
(x,?x,>* , 
Ilx2112 I 
so that for t = (ll~~)~~((x~~~~ - I(x ,x,)~“)-~ we have 
(r*y-)-‘+ llx2112 I - h,x2>* - (XITX2) I lIx1112 ’ 
and since I(xl,xz)l G r < 1~ JjxiJI f or each i = 1,2, we have jl(T*T>-‘]l< 
t max(21bij)2 : i = 1,2} < 2/(1- r2>. Similarly we have 
Using what we have above, 
(((s*s)-‘-(T*T)-‘((=(I(T*T)-‘(T*T-S*S)(S*S)-’(1 
<(((T*T)-‘JI )(T*T - T*S + T*S - s*s)) I((s*s)-‘ll 
4 
’ (l-r”)” 
(IIT* IIT - su+ IIT* - s*Il IIW 
32~ 
G (l-p)2 
Using all these inequalities, we have 
2 
O(M,N)<Efi- 
l--r2 
32E 
(l-r”)” 
26 
BE BE 2568 272~ 
G (l-ry + (l_r2)2 + (&r2)2 = (l_r2)2’ n 
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LEMMAS. Let l<()x,)1<2 and l<)iyi11<2 with llxl--yl(l<~. ZfM= 
sp{x,) and N = sp{yl} then 8(M, N) Q 16s. 
proof. We let T =[x,l and s =[y,l. Then IJS*IJ = IlSll < 2 and IIT*ll = 
ll~ll G 2. Also IIS - T/I = llxl -ylll G E, (T*T)-’ = 1/llx,l12, and (S*W’ = 
1/ JIY,I(~. Now using inequalities from the previous lemma, we get 
e(M,N) d 4hll-21~~ll+ IlxJl lh’K2~ + llx~ll Ihll-“(IlxJl~ + IIY~IIE) 
<e+2~+3~=6e. n 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let 
Then dist(InvA, Inv Z?) < 1650llA - BJI for any 3 ~3 matrix B with LX, = 
{2;2,1; 1,l; 1). 
Proof. We first note that Z’(Ln,) contains the following elements: 
R,=(1;2;2,1), {3;1,1,1;1;1;1}, (1;1;3}, {2;1,1;2,1}, 
and {2;2,1;1,1;1) = R,. 
We may assume with no loss of generality that [IA - BII = E < &. Since B has 
an eigenvalue A with geometric multiplicity 2, we will have IfA - AZ)- 
03 - AZ)11 = E, and 
since dim Ker(B - AZ) = 2 implies that B - AZ is a rank-one matrix. We 
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observe that 
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-A 1 0 
A-Al= 0  -A 0, 1 O-A 
and since E < &-, we have that g < 161 <z, where 6 = l/c’. We now have 
1 P 
C=cs(B-AZ)= CYU a pa 
[ 1 ab b pb 
and get the following inequalities: 
as IP’I f ll(A - AZ)-(B - AI)11 = E, 
similarly, and 
(Al = IA + fYb’- p’b’l <IA + P’b’l+ I/3’b’l GE + Ipb/Sl GE + E = 2~. 
From these we now get 
Ial = (6a’+ SA - SA( ( ISJ la’+ Al+ ISAl + + %E < 4.s, 
We note that Inv C = Inv(B - AZ) = Inv Z3 and Inv(A - AZ)= InvA. The 
eigenspace of B corresponding to A (or the Ker C) is spanned by the two 
vectors 
x,=[ -i] and xa=[ -!I. 
The eigenspace corresponding to the other eigenvalue of B (or the nonzero 
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eigenvalue of C) is spanned by 
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as the range of C is one-dimensional and spanned by this vector. 
Now we would like to show there exists a constant k such that 
dist(InvA, Inv 23) < k&. To do this, we need to take any M E InvA and find 
NE Inv B such that O(M, N),< k&, and similarly we need to take any 
N E Inv B and find M E InvA such that 8(M, N) < kE. To this end, we 
describe the invariant subspaces of A and B. 
Let M E InvA be nontrivial (not {O} or C3). Then M = sp{te, + se,) or 
M = sp{e,,te, + se,}. If M = sp(te, + se,}, we may assume that Ilte, + se311 
= 1, so that Itl, (sl Q 1. Let N = sp{tx, + sxa}. We note that N E Inv B and 
we have 
1 ,< Jltx, + sx211 = iltl” + lsl2 + lta + @I2 Q dYqi7 ,<a. 
Also, IKtxr + sx,)--(te, + se,>ll < Itcu + tpl< 6~. So by Lemma 5, B(M, N) 
< 6(6.s). If M = sp(e,, tea + se,}, where (Ite, + se,11 = 1, we know there are 
complex numbers U, o, and w such that te, + se3 = uxI + ox2 + wx3. Since 
(e,,x,) =l, we must have that w =0 if u = 0. Hence, if u =0 we let 
N = sp{x,,te, + se,) = sp{x,,x,) E Inv B. In this case (Ix1 -e,l( < ((YJ< 4~ 
and [(xi, te, + se,>1 = Ital < 4s Q $. Applying Lemma 4, we get that 
272( 4~) 
e(M>N) Q (%->a G34Os. 
If u # 0, then w # 0 and we let N = sp{xs, te, + se,) = sp{x,, uxi + wx,} E 
Inv B. In this case [(x3 -e,(( < dm Q 5~ and ((x3, te, + se,)1 = (t*a 
+ s*bl Q 6~ < $. Again, applying Lemma 4 we get that 
272(5e) 
Now let NE Inv B be nontrivial. Then N = sp{tx, + sxa), N = sp{x,), 
N = sp{x,,x,} or N = sp{tx, + sxa,xs}. For N = sp(tx, + sx2} we may as- 
sume that ItI + )sl2 = 1. Then 1 Q Iltx, + sx2(J Q fi. Let M = sp{te, + se,} 
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E InvA. As in the previous paragraph, we get B(M, N) 6 6(6&J = 36~. If 
N = sp{x,), then M = sp(e,) E InvA. We have 
and 
Using Lemma 4, we get B(M, N)< 6c5.s) = 30s. If N = sp{x1,x2}, we let 
M = sp{e,,e,}. Then [lx1 - e,ll < Ial < 4e, llxe -e,ll < IPI < $$, I(xi,x2>1 < 
lo$l< $E, and I(e,,e,)l = 0. So by results above on the norms of vectors and 
Lemma 4 we get that 
272( 4~) 
9(N,M)< ,35 e 
-1 
~3408. 
\ 36 
Finally, suppose N = sp{tx, + sx2, x3} = sp{t(x, - x,> + sx2, x3) = 
sp{y, x,1, where y = w[t(x 1 -x3)+ sx2] and w is chosen so that llyll = 1. We 
note that y = Ue2 + oes and N = sp{y,e,} E InvA. Now llxs - e,ll < 5~ from 
before, (y,e,) = 0, and ((y,x,)( = la*u + b*vl =S Ial+ lb1 G!E =G $. Another 
application of Lemma 4 yields 8(N, M) < 272(5~)/(:)~ < 1650~. Hence, we 
have shown that 
dist( Inv A, Inv B) < 16508 
< 1650llA - BII when \lA-RI<&. 
However, this is also true when (IA - BII > A, since dist(InvA, Inv B) < 1. n 
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